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1. Executive Summary 
As part of the California Energy Commission’s PIER (Public Interest Energy Research) initiative on 
efficient data centers, LBNL tasked Ecos Consulting and EPRI Solutions with investigating 
uninterruptible power supplies (UPSs) used in data centers and other high-tech facilities to guard 
against interruptions in services, primarily from electrical outages. The goals for this project included 
a complete analysis of distribution of UPS design efficiencies, which included the development of a 
UPS test protocol, and the broad circulation of efficiency findings to the industry through the CEC  
PIER program, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories (LBNL), and other industry and efficiency 
venues, such as www.efficientpowersupplies.org. Using the efficiency findings and market data, we 
also estimated the overall energy consumption of UPSs in the United States, especially in the State of 
California, as well as the potential savings from the use of more efficient units. Finally, we also 
proposed efficiency levels and a labeling scheme for various types of UPS units as a way to 
encourage the use of more efficient UPSs.  

1. Current UPS Efficiencies 
Our results indicate that there can be a wide variation in efficiency even between various UPS 
configurations. The table below summarizes the characteristic efficiency of a number of UPS 
topologies at various load conditions and shows the average efficiency for all of the UPSs measured. 
The table below also shows that regardless of the configuration or type, UPSs tend to be more 
efficient at full rather than part load. 

Table ES1: Characteristic Efficiency of UPS Topologies 

UPS Topology Efficiency at 
25% Load 

Efficiency at 
50% Load 

Efficiency at 
75% Load 

Efficiency at 
100% Load 

Delta-Conversion 93% - 94% 96% - 97% 97% 97% 
Double-conversion 81% - 93% 85% - 94% 86% - 95% 86% - 95% 
Line-Interactive NA 97% - 98% 98% 98% 
Standby NA NA NA NA 
AVERAGE OF ALL UNITS 86% 89% 90% 90% 
Note: A straight average was used in the table above – we lacked the data for a weighted average calculation. 

Due to the scope of this research effort, it was impractical to determine what specific elements of a 
model’s design contributed to its measured efficiency; however, our results indicate that some 
broader design decisions, such as the general UPS topology, can be indicative of efficiency. 
Research on the efficiency of both flywheel and delta-conversion UPSs should continue as 
manufacturers continue to improve their designs and diversify product lines. 

2. Proposed UPS Efficiency Levels and Labeling 
In the early stages of this project, we uncovered a proposed energy efficiency and power quality 
labeling scheme for single-phase, “small” UPSs being developed by the Swiss Federal Office of 
Energy. The Swiss’ proposed label, documents the measured power losses of the UPS in different 
modes of operation and provides an estimate of the annual energy consumed by energy losses in the 
UPS design. The label also reports the UPS’s ability to handle different types of power disturbances 
and the power quality (power factor and total harmonic distortion) that the UPS presents to the grid. It 
was designed to match the style of existing EU labels for other electric appliances. 

In the interests of harmonizing with international efforts to report and promote UPS energy efficiency 
in a standardized format, our team created a modified version of the proposed Swiss label and a draft 
report summarizing the criteria that would be used to evaluate UPS efficiency in the U.S. market 
under the label. Our proposed label, shown below in Figure ES1 includes the following changes over 
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the Swiss label (note that both standards still do not address UPS attributes other than efficiency, as 
this is an area best handled with input and leadership from manufacturers): 

 The label reports differing levels of energy conversion efficiency rather than energy losses. It was 
our opinion that reporting efficiency was more appealing to a potential UPS purchaser. 

 We have eliminated a field in the label that reports energy losses incurred by operating the UPS 
for 2000 hours with no load. 

 To help direct the focus of the label solely on energy efficiency and to simplify its design, we 
decided to eliminate the various tables that report on filtering of power disturbances and power 
quality.  

 
Figure ES1 

3. UPS Energy Use and Potential Savings 
Using efficiency data and our estimates of UPS stock, we constructed a first-order estimate of UPS 
energy use for the US. This energy use and savings estimate is limited to the data center/IT sector 
due to the scope of our research, in which we examined the efficiency of data centers only. 

Based on our estimates, the data center/IT sector currently consumes roughly 7.1 TWh (7.1 billion 
kWh) of electricity per year. We estimate that the State of California alone, which contains roughly 
15% of the nation’s data center floor space,1 consumes about 1 billion kWh of electricity and spends 
about $100 million per year in electric bills due (mostly) to power conversion losses in data center 
UPSs.2 Our national energy use figures are noticeably higher than past estimates made by Arthur D. 
Little for the U.S. Department of Energy, which estimated UPS energy consumption in the U.S. 
“IT/telecom” sector at 5.8 TWh per year.3 Both Ecos’ and Arthur D. Little’s energy use estimates are 
shown in Table ES2. 

Using a “high efficiency” and “typical” cases for UPS energy consumption, we have estimated the 
energy savings potential for the U.S. The introduction of a voluntary UPS efficiency specification that 
would be administered under a program such as ENERGY STAR or other institutions may result in a 

                                            
1 R. Juarez, M. Alic, K. Chetan and B. Johnson. SpaceDex III – Hosting Space: Not All Hosting Space is Created Equal – 
Smart, Complex Space Takes Data Center Stage. Boston: Robertson Stephens Inc. 2001. 
2 Because California contains 15% of the nation’s data center floor space, its UPSs consume 15% of the energy consumed by 
all UPSs in the US. 
3 K. Roth, F. Goldstein and J. Kleinman. Energy Consumption by Office and Telecommunications Equipment in Commercial 
Buildings, Volume I: Energy Consumption Baseline. Cambridge, MA: Arthur D. Little, 2002. p. 84 
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percentage of the UPS market meeting efficiency levels, resulting in partial realization of the savings 
potential.  

 

Table ES 2: Comparison of UPS Energy Use Estimates 
 DOE/ADL 2002 Estimate 

of UPS Annual Energy 
Consumption in U.S. 
IT/telecom Sector 

Ecos/EPRI 2004 Estimate 
of UPS Annual Energy 
Consumption in U.S. 
IT/data center Sector 

Estimated National 
UPS Stock 151,761 250,343 

Nationwide Annual 
Energy Consumption 
(TWh) 

5.8 7.1 

Estimated California 
UPS Stock n/a 37,551 

California Annual 
Energy Consumption 
(TWh) 

n/a 1.1 

 

If, for example, 25% of the UPSs installed in the U.S. were able to comply with the proposed UPS 
efficiency levels, the nation would save about 700 million kWh of electricity per year, amounting to 
about $70 million in cost savings. We have summarized our energy savings scenarios for mandatory 
and voluntary specifications in Table ES3, along with similar energy savings estimates that apply only 
to the State of California, which we assume contains about 15% of the nation’s UPSs.4

Table ES3: Energy Savings Scenarios for UPS Efficiency 
 Mandatory Specification – 

100% of Installed Units Comply 
Voluntary Specification – 25% 
of Installed Units Comply 

Nationwide Annual Energy 
Savings (TWh) 2.8 0.71 

Nationwide Annual Utility 
Cost Savings (million USD) $280 $71 

California Annual Energy 
Savings (TWh) 0.42 0.11 

California Annual Utility 
Cost Savings (million USD) $42 $11 

 

The energy savings figures shown here could be significantly larger when examining the entire UPS 
market and not just the data center/IT sector. For UPSs above 5 kVA in power output, the data 
center/IT sector only accounts for roughly two thirds of the installed units. An additional one third of 
UPSs installed in small offices, industrial facilities, hospitals and the like have not been included in 
our energy use and savings estimates. Our analysis also excludes the below 5 kVA UPS market 
segment, more typical of small office applications, residential installations, etc. The combined sales of 
UPSs below 5 kVA amounted to over 8 million units in 2004, close to 200 times the unit sales volume 

                                            
4 Based on estimates that California contains 15% of the nation’s data center floor space. R. Juarez et al. 2001. 
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of UPSs greater than 5 kVA in power output.5 Although these are lower power devices than the larger 
UPSs examined in this report and would thus have smaller per-unit power losses, they might 
represent an attractive energy savings opportunity simply due to the large number of units in 
operation that should be studied in the future. 

4. Conclusions and Recommendations 
This project served well as an initial investigation into this particular area of high-tech buildings and 
data centers, and has provided a good overview of UPS utilization and applications. Due to the broad 
scope of our work, we were able to identify a number of important issues.  However, we were not able 
to carry out in-depth investigations into any one issue. Below are a number of observations and 
recommendations based on the findings of this study: 

Focus on Large UPS Units: Standby UPSs are most common in low-power applications (0 
– 2 kVA) such as individual workstation backup power, small office server backup power, etc. 
The lack of complete power conditioning and load isolation generally make standby UPSs 
unsuitable to critical loads such as industrial facilities or data centers. We estimate that there 
are about 225,000 UPSs in operation in the U.S. data center/IT sector today, about 15% of 
which reside in the State of California. Half of the national UPS stock are units in the 5.1 to 20 
kVA range of apparent power output.  

UPS Loading and Sizing Can Significantly Affect Energy Use: UPSs in mission critical 
environments typically operate at points between 30% and 50% of nominal and in situations 
where the data center is not fully populated this can be even lower resulting in very large 
inefficiencies. There are a number of reasons why data center UPSs operate at part loads, 
one of which is that UPSs are commonly sized to meet the maximum utilization of space in a 
data center, even though maximum utilization rarely occurs.6 This results in over sizing of the 
UPS for the actual amount of installed mission-critical infrastructure. 

Topology and Efficiency Considerations: Due to the scope of this research effort, it was 
impractical to determine what specific elements of a model’s design contributed to its 
measured efficiency; however, our results indicate that some broader design decisions, such 
as the general UPS topology, can be indicative of efficiency. Research on the efficiency of 
both line-interactive and delta-conversion UPSs should continue as manufacturers continue 
to improve their designs and diversify product lines. Nevertheless, the high efficiency of some 
UPS topologies in our current data set suggest that they deserve serious consideration by 
facility managers looking to lower operating costs in mission critical facilities that utilize large 
UPSs (greater than 50 kVA in capacity) and policy makers wishing to identify the most 
efficient technologies.  

Reliability Considerations: Desire for high efficiency should naturally be balanced with 
concerns over load isolation and reliability. Although the delta-conversion UPSs that we 
tested performed better in regards to overall efficiency compared to double-conversion units, 
some manufacturers have argued that delta-conversion UPSs do not provide the same load 
isolation as a “true” double-conversion UPS. This report does not attempt to answer the 
question as to which topology is the overall best choice for mission critical applications. We 
simply report the observed efficiencies of the various topologies, and facility managers will 
ultimately need to judge whether a particular UPS can handle load disturbances and provide 
an acceptable level of load isolation. Additional research and discussion within the industry 
can help to provide more clarity on this issue. 

Considerations in Creating a Standard for UPS: Because of the wide variation in 
performance among UPSs and the equally wide range of available sizes, it is difficult to 
create a one-size-fits-all UPS specification. UPSs can pay a penalty in overall efficiency by 

                                            
5 Frost and Sullivan. 2004. 
6 Madsen J. “Continuous UPS Availability: How Important is it to Your Company?” Energy User News. August 11, 2000. < 
http://www.energyusernews.com/CDA/ArticleInformation/features/BNP__Features__Item/0,2584,14489,00.html> 
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providing better load isolation, filtering, and other types of improved performance, and 
therefore it would be unfair to compare UPSs with a high-quality output to those with a lower-
quality output. Furthermore, smaller power conversion devices typically cannot achieve the 
same levels of efficiency as larger devices, and so it would be equally unfair to compare the 
efficiency of a 100 kVA, facility-level UPS to that of a 1 kVA, workstation-level UPS. As a 
result, any proposed UPS efficiency specification should take the size and performance of the 
UPS into account. 

Finally, it should be noted that additional energy savings can be realized from reduced facility cooling 
needs because less waste heat is generated from the conversion and storage equipment. LBNL 
benchmarking suggests that the secondary savings from reduced cooling needs as a result of more 
efficient facilities is on the same order of magnitude as the direct, primary savings from efficient 
conversions. There is also additional savings from reduced capital investment in equipment if a more 
efficient system is selected, as well as reduced real estate investment from smaller equipment 
footprints. These additional savings can be realized up front rather than through reduced operational 
costs. Thus, additional investigations into the areas discussed above, as well as the feasibility of DC 
powering architectures for data centers will provide further insight and can help in increasing the 
overall efficiencies of future data centers. 
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2. Current UPS Market 
2.1 Assessment of UPS Topologies 

Our first task was to survey the various types of UPS design topologies available on the market today 
– particularly those that are commonly used in data centers – and assess the efficiency of various 
designs through a data collection effort. A general description of the topologies follows in this section, 
whereas our analysis of the efficiency data gathered from the field and through manufacturer 
participation appears in Section 1.3. Some of the major questions that we hoped to answer in our 
overview of UPS topologies included: 

 What specific factors separate one design topology from another? 

 Which topologies are likely to be relevant to data center applications? 

 How many UPSs of the various topologies are installed in data center/IT facilities across the 
U.S.? 

2.1.1 Overview of Offline or Standby UPS Topology 
The offline or standby UPS is the simplest and oldest UPS topology. The operating principle of a 
standby UPS is, as the name suggests, standing by in case of a disruption in power to a critical load. 
The UPS only delivers power to its connected load when power from the utility does not meet 
specifications. The vast majority of the time when utility power is deemed acceptable, the UPS allows 
the connected load to draw power directly from AC mains, using a small amount of power to trickle 
charge the UPS batteries. 

Transfer Relay

Battery
AC/DC

Conversion:
Battery Charger

DC/AC
Conversion:

Inverter

STANDBY UPS TOPOLOGY
UTILITY
POWER
INPUT

CONNECTED
CRITICAL

LOAD

 
Figure 1 

Figure 1 illustrates the basic subsystems of a standby UPS. During “normal mode,” when utility power 
is available and within acceptable quality tolerances, the UPS supplies the connected load directly 
with utility power. A small amount of AC power is used to trickle charge the UPS’s battery. For 
example, small standby UPSs designed to power individual workstations (rated less than 1 kVA) 
typically have fixed losses associated with this battery charging between 5 and 10 watts. An 
illustration of normal mode for standby UPSs is shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2 

When there is an outage or the utility power goes beyond predefined quality specifications, the 
transfer relay isolates the load from utility power, and the UPS provides AC electricity through the 
battery and inverter in “stored energy mode.” This is illustrated in Figure 3.  

Transfer Relay

DC/AC
Conversion:

Inverter
Battery

STORED ENERGY MODE

CONNECTED
CRITICAL

LOAD

UTILITY
POWER
INPUT

 
Figure 3 

For most office and individual workstation backup applications, the UPS delivers unconditioned power 
to the connected load during normal mode. In some higher quality designs, utility power might be 
slightly conditioned upstream of the load so that it meets tighter voltage specifications.  

Standby UPSs are most common in low-power applications (0 – 2 kVA) such as individual 
workstation backup power, small office server backup power, etc. Even though some higher quality 
designs might be capable of filtering utility power or protecting loads from power surges, the lack of 
complete power conditioning and load isolation generally make standby UPSs unsuitable to critical 
loads such as industrial facilities or data centers.  

2.1.2 Overview of Inline or Line-Interactive UPS Topology 
So-called line-interactive UPSs differ from standby UPSs because they are able to provide improved 
conditioning to utility power by interacting with the incoming electricity. They achieve this by placing 
inverter/battery charging circuitry or transformers in parallel with the AC utility signal. This design 
allows a line-interactive UPS to compensate for over- or under- voltages in the incoming utility power, 
but often allows commode mode noise and perturbations in AC frequency to pass through to the load. 
The line-interactive UPS has characteristics of both the standby and the on-line topologies. Operation 
is in a “conditioned” normal AC line mode (see Figure 9). If input voltage gets too high or too low, the 
line-interactive UPS may be able to correct for this condition without going to battery. This voltage 
regulation is accomplished through the use of either a tap-switching transformer, a ferroresonant 
transformer, or inverter magnetic components. Some line-interactive units are capable of supporting 
the load with no break in output when transferring to and from battery power. Other models are really 
a hybrid of the standby type, featuring voltage regulation but having a short break in output while 
transferring to and from battery. 
 

The line-interactive topology is illustrated in Figure 4 below. 
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Figure 4 

As with a standby UPS, a line-interactive UPS allows utility power to flow to the connected load in 
normal mode, but because of the parallel configuration of the inverter/battery charger in this topology, 
the UPS can condition incoming utility power for over- or under-voltages by interacting with the AC 
main. Small perturbations in frequency and common mode noise usually cannot be filtered out. The 
battery is continuously trickle charged during normal operation through the inverter/battery charger 
similar to the standby UPS topology. The normal mode of operation for a line-interactive UPS is 
illustrated in Figure 5 below. 

Battery

AC/DC Conversion:
Inverter/Battery

Charger

NORMAL MODE
UTILITY
POWER
INPUT

CONNECTED
CRITICAL

LOAD

 
Figure 5 

When utility power is unavailable or reaches unacceptable limits, a line-interactive UPS, like a 
standby UPS, will enter stored energy mode. The UPS disconnects the load from utility power and 
reroutes this load with a static switch to backup AC power, provided by the battery through the 
inverter. This is illustrated in Figure 6 below. 

Battery

AC/DC Conversion:
Inverter/Battery

Charger

STORED ENERGY MODE
UTILITY
POWER
INPUT

CONNECTED
CRITICAL

LOAD

 
Figure 6 

 

During normal mode, utility power is conditioned and delivered to the critical load through the rectifier 
and the inverter. The details of this conversion may vary from model to model, but the end goal is the 
same as with the double-conversion topology: keep the critical load isolated from unconditioned utility 
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power at all times. We can show two line interactive topologies in order to show these different details 
of conversion, as below. 

 
Source: EPRI Solutions, based on APC design 

Figure 7 

In Figure 7 above, (left) the regulating transformer is a ferroresonant type that maintains its output 
voltage when its input is sagged – for interruptions, its output will collapse but will still manage to 
shorten the duration of the interruption seen by the load. One of the flywheel-based designs uses 
what would be classified as a line-interactive topology but accomplishes this in a slightly different 
way. This design (right) controls reactive current flow through the line inductor to buck or boost the 
output voltage as necessary. The static switch opens to isolate the load from the line, but there is no 
transition seen by the load.  

2.1.3 Overview of Delta-Co n Topology 

 input. 

The de  (Figure 8). 

nversio
The delta-conversion topology is a proprietary topology developed by a single manufacturer, sold in 
sizes large enough to accommodate multiple racks or even an entire data center room. It is a unique 
design compared to line-interactive and double-conversion topologies. Delta-conversion UPSs use a 
special transformer configuration to interface between the load utility power, with a “delta” inverter in 
the transformer secondary to regulate input current and power. With this configuration, the UPS can 
regulate the magnitude, wave shape, and power factor of the current supplied at the UPS input, while 
still controlling the voltage very accurately at the load. This results in effective load isolation and very 
high power factor at the UPS

 basic mo s of operation for delta-conversion UPSs are shown below

 

 
Source: EPRI Solutions, based on APC design 

 
Figure 8 
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Under normal conditions, (left) the Delta inverter and the Main inverter are both on, so that the delta 
inverter controls the transformer secondary current, including its magnitude, phase and wave shape. 
Based on the turns ratio, the primary current, (which feeds the load), is controlled and maintained. In 
the event the utility is removed, (right) the delta inverter turns off, forcing the primary current to zero, 
and the battery discharges through the main inverter to support the load. In this way, the transition 
time experienced by standby and line interactive topologies is avoided, and performance is on par 
with double conversion units. In addition, the efficiency is better than double conversion, since the 
delta inverter running in normal operation is sized for secondary current, much smaller than primary 
current. The main inverter in this condition is only conducting a small amount of leakage current 
required by the secondary circuit. 

ble-Conversion or Online UPS Topology 
nline or double-conversion UPSs are the most commonly used battery-based UPSs in data center 

environments because they are capable of co olating sensitive IT loads from unconditioned 
tility power. They receive their name, predictably, because they convert unconditioned utility power 

2.1.4 Overview of Dou
O

mpletely is
u
two times under normal operating conditions: first from AC to DC electricity and then back again from 
DC electricity into a highly conditioned AC signal. Double-conversion UPSs always provide the load 
with a high quality, conditioned AC signal, even during normal operation when utility power is 
available (Figure 9). For this reason, double-conversion UPSs are more common in high-availability, 
high-power mission critical applications such as industrial facilities and data centers. Typical output 
power ratings used in a data center setting for these types of UPSs range from 10 to over 1,000 kVA. 

AC/DC
Conversion:

Battery Charger

DC/AC
Conversion:

DOUBLE CONVERSION TOPOLOGY

Inverter

UTILITY
POWER
INPUT

CONNECTED
CRITICAL

LOAD

Battery

 
Figure 9 

During normal mode, utility AC power is converted into DC power and is then converted back to a 
conditioned AC output for critical loads. During this phase of operation, the battery receives a 
continuous trickle charge to keep it at maximum charge. A flow chart of this mode of operation is 
illustrated in Figure 10 below. 

Battery

AC/DC
Conversion:

Battery Charger

DC/AC
Conversion:

Inverter

NORMAL MODE

UTILITY
POWER
INPUT

CONNECTED
CRITICAL

LOAD

 
Figure 10 

When utility power goes beyond acceptable limits, the double-conversion UPS enters stored energy 
mode, which is identical to stored energy mode in the line-interactive topology. The inverter draws DC 
power from the battery and continues to put out a conditioned AC signal to critical loads. In other 
words, the output of a double-conversion UPS is always conditioned. This often makes double-
conversion UPSs the topology of choice for highly sensitive loads in mission critical applications, 
although delta conversion line-interactive UPSs are making inroads. 
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2.1.5 Overview of the U.S. UPS Market (Data Center/IT Sector) 
We recognized early in the process of determining the size of the UPS market and the installed stock 
of UPSs in the data center/IT sector that new market research would be required to provide an 
accurate estimate. The tech boom of the late 1990s translated into rapid development of data center 
facilities around the country and along with it purchases of UPSs to help protect mission-

ls until after 2006.8

, increased 
critical IT loads; however, this growth did not sustain itself. The “bursting” of the “tech bubble” in 2001 
combined with market declines associated with the September 2001 terrorist attacks on the United 
States had a dramatic effect on the data center/IT sector for UPSs, which experienced two 
consecutive years of negative growth.7 Many earlier estimates of UPS stocks based their calculations 
on the rapid tech boom growth curve of the late 90’s and were unable to take into account the effects 
of the tech downturn in 2001. Figure 11 illustrates just how serious the downturn was for the UPS 
market in the U.S. Sales are not expected to recover to pre-2001 leve
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Figure 11 

To provide a more accurate estimate of UPS stocks, it was necessary to take the tech downturn of 
2001 into account by obtaining up-to-date UPS sales figures. We have chosen to utilize a Frost and 
Sullivan report published in 2004 entitled World UPS Market to gain access to more current market 
information. In general, the report describes a two-year period of negative growth in the global UPS 
market followed by a rebound in sales and renewed growth in 2003. The report cites a few trends that 
contributed to this growth, including an upswing in IT spending/development and lessons learned 
from the costly 2003 northeast blackout about the reliability of the aging U.S. power grid. 

We were able to dissect the report to determine what percent of UPS sales occurred in the U.S. data 
center/IT sector and, from these sales figures, built a model to estimate the stock of installed data 
center/IT UPSs in the nation. The report provided detailed sales information for several different 
ranges of UPS sizes, measured in kVA, and broke down percent of sales based on geographic region 
(allowed us to characterize North American market) and end-user market (allowed us to characterize 
the percent of sales dedicated to data center/IT applications). 

                                            
7 Frost and Sullivan. World UPS Markets. 2004. p. 1-6 
8 Data source: Arthur D. Little for sales data from 1990 – 2000, Frost and Sullivan for sales data from 2001 – 2010. 
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Several basic assumptions were required in order to estimate unit sales in the U.S. data center/IT 
sector. First, we assumed that the U.S. market comprises 90% of all North American UPS sales, in 
keeping with past estimates made for the U.S. Department of Energy by Arthur D. Little on the size of 
the U.S. UPS market.9 Secondly, we excluded UPSs below 5 kVA in our analysis because these 
units are small enough that they would not likely be used to support data center equipment. Thirdly, 
we assume that the percent of sales by end-user market presented in the Frost and Sullivan report 
apply to all geographic regions. In other words, we assume that data center/IT spending is relatively 
similar in all regions of the world and particularly that the global data center/IT market share 
presented by Frost and Sullivan is representative of purchasing behavior in the United States. Finally, 
in order to arrive at an estimate of the stock of installed UPSs in the data center/IT sector, we 
assumed that the average lifetime for a UPS is 10 years. This number is based on estimates provided 
in both the Frost and Sullivan 2004 market report as well in the aforementioned Arthur D. Little report 
on office equipment energy use. 

The sales data presented in the Frost and Sullivan report only begins in 2001, and because we have 
assumed an average UPS lifetime of 10 years, it was necessary to obtain earlier sales data provided 
in Arthur D. Little’s 2002 analysis to be able to sum the cumulative sales over 10 years. Our stock 
estimate, thus, begins in the year 1997 and is projected out to the year 2010, even though our 
supplemental sales data begins in 1988. 

We estimate that there are about 225,000 UP tion in the U.S. data center/IT sector today, 

t expect the 

 Center/IT Sector, 2004 

Ss in opera
about 15% of which reside in the State of California. Half of the national UPS stock are units in the 
5.1 to 20 kVA range of apparent power output. We assume that many of these units would not be 
used to power entire data center facilities but rather could be used to support individual server racks 
and the like. UPSs in the last two categories – 50.1 to 200 kVA and 200+ kVA – would likely be used 
to power entire data center facilities. Table 1 provides an approximate outline of the current 
distribution of UPSs grouped by their rated output power along with typical price ranges for each 
category.10 Although we expect the stock numbers of UPSs to continue to rise, we do no
percent distribution of these categories of UPSs to change very much in the near future. Figure 12 
plots the expected growth in the stock from the years 1997 through 2010. The dashed line indicates 
the projected growth in stock that would have occurred had the tech boom of the late 90’s continued 
past the turn of the century. 

 

Table 1: Summary of UPS Stock, U.S. Data
 Stock of Installed 

Units % of Stock 
Typical Price 
Range (USD) 

5.1 to 20 kVA 114,431 51% $4,000 - $16,500 

20.1 to 50 kVA 46,159 20% $8,000 - $37,000 

50.1 to 200 kVA 46,639 20% $19,000 - $98,000 

200 + kVA 19,080 9% $30,000 - $207,000 

  

                                            
9 K. Roth, F. Goldstein and J. Kleinman. Energy Consumption by Office and Telecommunications Equipment in Commercial 
Buildings, Volume I: Energy Consumption Baseline. Cambridge, MA: Arthur D. Little, 2002. p. 84 
10 Source of prices: Frost and Sullivan. 
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Figure 12 

Using the stock data prese ure 13 and assum mposition 
 the UPS market, we have further estimated the basic composition of the UPS stock by design 

topology. Based on information from the 2004 Frost and Sullivan market report, the 2002 Arthur D. 
Little report on office equipment energy use, and common practices in data centers, we assume that 
there are essentially no standby UPSs in use in the data center/IT sector. This topology simply does 
not provide the type of availability that the market requires for protecting mission-critical loads.  

Finally, it was necessary to make some assumptions about the split in sales between the double-
conversion/online and offline/line-in r UPSs in the 5.1 to 20 kVA category, we 
assume that 81.3% of the stock is  is line-interactive, based on past 
sales data.11 For UPS sizes above re has assumed that all sales are in 
double-conversion topologies; ho ng inroads with its delta-conversion in 
this power range, and our analysis breaking out delta-conversion UPSs as 
part of the UPS stock above 20 kVA. Si nufacturer producing delta-conversion 
UPSs in sizes above 20 kVA (the delta-conversion units up to 1000 kVA in 
size) and since the company sell on units at these sizes, we assume that 
the percent of delta-conversion UPSs i s APC’s market share for the 20.1 – 50 
kVA, 50.1 – 200 kVA, and 200+ kVA ma

Table 2 outlines our assumptions about the relative distributions of various UPS topologies in the U.S. 
data center/IT sector. The estimates are presented in terms of percent of stock and number of 
installed units for several size categories. Figure 14 graphically illustrates how the stock breaks down 
by topology. For UPSs larger than 5 kVA used in data centers, the market is essentially dominated by 
one UPS topology, the double-conversion/online topology. The data labels in the two right-hand
columns indicate the estimated number of delta-conversion units installed in the 50 to 200 kVA and
200+ kVA ranges.  

                                           

estimated nted in Fig a few ptions about the co
of

teractive topologies. Fo
 double-conversion and 18.7%
20 kVA, some past literatu

wever, APC has been maki
 acknowledges this fact by 

nce APC is the only ma
company manufactures 

s exclusively delta-conversi
n the stock matche
rket segments.12

 
 

 

 

 
11 Taylor J. and Hutchinson J. “Uninterruptible Power Supplies, Parts 1, 2, and 3.” Electronic Buyers News Power Supplement. 
September 2000.

 8-20. 12 Frost and Sullivan. pp. 6-19, 7-18, and
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Table 2: Composition of U.S. Data Center/IT Sector UPS Stock by Topology 
 Line-

interactive 
(% stock) 
(# units) 

Delta-
conversion 
(% stock) 
(# units) 

Double-
conversion 
(% stock) 
(# units) 

Flywheel 
(% stock) 
(# units) 

TOTAL UPSs 
in Stock 
(# units) 

18.7% 0% 81.3% 0% 5.1 - 20 kVA 
21,399 0 93,033 0 

114,431 

0% 11.1% 88.9% 0% 20.1 - 50 kVA 
0 5,124 41,035 0 

46,159 

0% 2.0% 97.5% < 0.5% 50.1 – 200 kVA 
0 913 44,498 < 228 

45,639 

0% 0.6% 99.0% < 0.5% 200+ kVA 
0 114 18,889 < 95 

19,080 
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Figure 13 

2.2 UPS Test Protocol 
One of our most important tasks was to develop clearly written UPS efficiency test protocols that were 
to be used either in a factory/laboratory setting or a field setting to gather credible, comparable data 
on UPS efficiency, tested at resistive and non-linear loads. The International Electrotechnical 

Line Interactive 

Delta Conversion 

Committee (IEC) has created a detailed and comprehensive international standard (IEC 62040-3) to 
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guide manufacturers in testing their UPS systems,13 which devotes 2 pages to UPS efficiency testing. 
The standard discusses the definition of efficiency, discusses approved linear and non-linear loads, 
and provides a suggested format for recording the data, but unfortunately only recommends testing 
for efficiency at 50%, 75% and 100% of the UPS’s rated active and apparent power outputs. Past 
research indicates that UPSs in a data center environment typically operate at or below 50% of their 
rated active power output, where the efficiency of the system can decline significantly, and therefore it 
was of particular interest to our team to develop a UPS test method that was more specific about 
measuring efficiency at part loads. 

2.2.1 
In order to gather data ncy, encourage manufacturers to 
measure UPS efficiency ness of the importance of properly 
characterizing UPS efficien at exclusively guides manufacturer 
testing of UPSs that are desig on-critical applications, entitled Guidelines 
for Manufacturers’ Testin UPS Efficiency.14 The test method was 
circulated widely to UPS m  an effort to obtain more accurate UPS 
efficiency data. Five of these rticipate in our project by sharing the 
results of UPS efficiency tested se results are described in Section 
1.3 below.  

The test method is largel ard and references the document 
regarding the appropriate l on-linear loads, the definition of UPS 
efficiency, and the typ sting typically performed by manufacturers. The test method 
developed expands upon IEC 62040-3 by recommending efficiency testing at no load (stand-by), 
10%, and 20% load conditions, which h  to better characterize the shape of UPS 
efficiency curves at part loads. The manufacturer test method also provides several pages of useful 
tables and forms to aid manufacturers in reporting detailed efficiency and power quality information 
about their models. 

2.2.2 Field UPS Efficiency thod 
In th r measuring the power consumption and efficiency of 
field est method as a compliment to our manufacturer 
guid ollection to Benchmark Data Center UPS Efficiency.15 

This field te  method ha cy at several 
data  an  are presented in 

Factory/Laboratory UPS Efficiency Test Method 
to benchmark data center UPS efficie
at part loads, and to raise aware
cy, a test procedure was developed th

ned for data center and missi
g to Benchmark Data Center 
anufacturers in mid-2004 to spur on

manufacturers have agreed to pa
guided by our test procedure. The

y based on the IEC 62040-3 stand
oad characteristics for resistive and n

es of UPS te

as allowed us

Test Me
e absence of any formal test procedure fo
-installed UPSs, we developed a field t
elines, entitled Guidelines for Field Data C

Because the design implementation of UPSs in the field can vary and because there are a number of 
different ways that power/efficiency data could be obtained from an installed unit, the method needed 
to provide explicit guidance for many different types of configurations. The document provides 
guidelines for measuring field UPS efficiency through a number of means, including: 

 Visual measurements from a front-panel display 

 Data logging using UPS monitoring software 

 Data logging using permanently connected power meters 

 Data logging using a building energy management system 

 Direct measurement with power meters 

st s been used as a guideline for testing UPS loading and efficien
 centers d other mission-critical facilities in the U.S. The results of this testing

Section 1.3 below. 

                                            
13 IEC 62040-3, Testing Procedures for UPS Systems. International Electrotechnical Committee. April 30, 2004. 
14 Guidelines for Manufacturers’ Testing to Benchmark Data Center UPS Efficiency. June 7, 2004. 
<http://hightech.lbl.gov/Documents/UPS/UPS_Efficiency_Measurement.pdf> 
15 Guidelines for Field Data Collection to Benchmark Data Center UPS Efficiency. June 7, 2004. 
<http://hightech.lbl.gov/Documents/UPS/UPS_Field_Data.pdf> 



3. UPS Efficiency Data 
3.1 UPS Efficiencies 

s in its normal mode of operation, 
whe ow n use this power to feed the critical 

UPS efficien ed to a load and tends to decrease 
e usually relatively flat between loads of 50% and 

low 20%. The efficiency of a UPS can 
r 

compared to the same UPS operating 
ypical load curve of a UPS in our current data set. Note 

 

EPRI Solutions, Ecos Consulting, and Lawrence-Berkeley National Laboratories have gathered 
measurements on the efficiency of a variety of commercially available UPSs under controlled, factory 
conditions as well as field conditions using the test methods described above in Section 1.2.  

The efficiency of a UPS, as defined by the International Electrotechnical Committee, is “the ratio of 
(active) output power to (active) input power under defined operating conditions,”16 where defined 
operating conditions refer to a specific percent load and load type (linear/resistive versus non-linear). 
We arily conare prim cerned with UPS efficiency while the unit i

n utility p er is within accepted tolerances and the UPS ca
load. UPSs spend the vast majority of their time in this mode of operation, so this is where efficiency 
can have the most impact on energy use and total cost of ownership. 

The efficiency of a UPS can be impacted by a number of factors that can be controlled during testing, 
including the percent of load being supplied by the unit and the power quality characteristics of the 
load (resistive vs. non-linear loads). We describe how these factors can affect UPS efficiency below, 
followed by an analysis of the data that manufacturers have provided. 

3.1.1 UPS Efficiency and Percent Load 
cy varies with the amount of active power being suppli

steadily at part loads. UPS efficiency curves ar
100%, but decrease steadily below 50% and precipitously be
vary by 7 to 12 percentage points depending on whether it is partly or fully loaded. The lowe
efficiency at part loads can result significant conversion losses 
at close to full load. Figure 14 illustrates a t
that there is no “typical” operating range for any UPS. 

Typical UPS Efficiency Curve
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Figure 14 

                                            
16 IEC 62040-3… p. 52 
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UPS etween 30% and 50% of nominal 
and  can be even lower resulting in very 
large inefficiencies. Therefore knowing the efficiency of a UPS at loads below 50% is extremely 
imp . As the figure above shows, efficiency tends to decline 
stea nding the behavior of the efficiency curve at these low 

S configuration, the load of the 

e power load. A more thorough 
disc  on overall efficiency is provided in 
Sec

ctor (0.7) and high total harmonic distortion (in 
excess of 100%).  Low power factor loads like a SMPS cause the UPS to deliver more peak current, 
changing the way in which the system is loaded. A non-linear load like a SMPS can also create 
harmonic currents in distribution wiring, which can dramatically increase the amount of current in 
distribution wiring if the UPS does not include special filters.  

These different characteristics of non-linear devices change the way the UPS is loaded and can have 
an impact on efficiency. Figure 15 shows how the measured efficiency of a given UPS in our data set 
differed by 1% to 2% between a linear and non-linear load. The additional current demands of the 
non-linear load, drives the efficiency down by a small but measurable amount. This is important 
because, as mentioned earlier, UPSs in mission critical environments very often support non-linear 
loads. Testing with non-linear loads will be most indicative of operational efficiency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                           

s in mission critical environments typically operate at points b
 in situations where the data center is not fully populated this

ortant in estimating real world energy use
dily below about 50% load, so understa

loads is crucial to making accurate estimates of energy use and operational costs. Unfortunately, 
manufacturers usually only report UPS efficiency at 100% load, with occasional reporting at 50% and 
75% load. This is one of the main reasons why the attempt to characterize UPS efficiency across a 
wide range of loading was so important. 

There are a number of reasons why data center UPSs operate at part loads, one of which is that 
UPSs are commonly sized to meet the maximum utilization of space in a data center, even though 
maximum utilization rarely occurs.17 This results in over sizing of the UPS for the actual amount of 
installed mission-critical infrastructure. 

UPSs in mission-critical facilities operate in redundant configurations, which also act to reduce the 
theoretical percent loading of the unit to below 50%. In a redundant UP
facility is shared between two or more UPSs so that, if one of the units fails, the other(s) will still be 
available to supply the facility’s critical load. Any one UPS in a redundant configuration must be 
capable of supplying the entire load required by the facility. Because the load is shared equally 
between two or more of these full-sized UPSs, the largest load that a data center UPS could 
theoretically experience under most conditions is 50% of its rated activ

ussion of redundant UPS configurations and their effects
tion 1.4. 

3.1.2 UPS Efficiency and Load Characteristics 
The characteristics of a UPS load can have a noticeable effect on the measured efficiency of the unit. 
Manufacturers often report UPS efficiency tested with resistive or linear loads; however, UPSs in 
many mission critical installations usually have to power highly non-linear loads, like the switch mode 
power supplies (SMPS) used in desktop and low-end servers. These power supplies often have poor 
power quality characteristics, including lower power fa

 
17 Madsen J. “Continuous UPS Availability: How Important is it to Your Company?” Energy User News. August 11, 2000. < 

ws.com/CDA/ArticleInformation/features/BNP__Features__Item/0,2584,14489,00.html> http://www.energyuserne
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Figure 15 

UPS Efficiency
Measured with Linear and Non-Linear Loads
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3.1.3 Results of UPS Efficiency Testing: Field Measurements 
ults of recent data center UPS efficiency testing support the claim Res that part load efficiency – 

tially loaded units were not operating 

Average Load Factor of 
UPSs Tested in the Field 

Average Efficiency of 
UPSs Tested in the Field 

efficiency measured at less than 50% of a UPS’s rated active power load – is of greatest importance 
in estimating the operational costs and total cost of ownership of a UPS. EPRI Solutions, Ecos 
Consulting, and LBNL benchmarked the efficiency of UPSs operating under real world conditions in 
data centers. Ecos and EPRI Solutions built upon research conducted in 2001 in which LBNL 
benchmarked the performance of 14 data center facilities along with their UPS equipment. We added 
the UPSs from two new UPSs, both supporting IT loads in the EPRI Solutions data center. 

Over 80% of the UPS systems measured were operating at below 50% of their rated load. Many of 
these units were partially loaded because they were sharing their load in a redundancy configuration, 
which we denote in the chart; however, four of the par
redundantly. They were simply oversized and underutilized.  Figure 16 displays the results of our 
testing, plotting both the percent of the UPS’s nominal load utilized in the field as well as efficiency of 
the UPS under real world conditions. Table 3 summarizes the average load factor and operational 
efficiency for UPSs tested in the field. 

Table 3: Average Loading and Efficiency of UPSs in the Field 

37.8% 85.2% 
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Figure 16 

ay be an 

d using non-linear loads.18 The efficiency curves are identified 
by their gen

                                           

 

3.1.4 Results of UPS Efficiency Testing: Factory/Laboratory 
Measurements 

Our results show that UPS efficiency varies significantly between different models. At low load 
conditions (20% of rated active power load), our findings indicate that UPSs are anywhere from 81% 
to 93% efficient. At full load conditions, our measurements show that UPSs are anywhere from 86% 
to almost 98% efficient. Although these figures span a range of less than 15 percentage points, 
upgrading from one of the lower efficiency UPSs to a model at the high end of the range could cut 
UPS operating costs by over a half. The range in UPS efficiency also suggests that there m
opportunity to encourage higher efficiency designs through product labeling and standards, a 
technique which has been applied in the past to other high-power devices but which has not yet been 
adopted for UPSs. 

Figure 17 summarizes UPS efficiency test results that have been provided by manufacturers. The 
results presented in this chart were conducted under factory conditions with linear loads and were 
guided by the manufacturer test guidelines mentioned earlier in the report. A second chart, Figure 18, 
presents the results of testing conducte

eral topology, including flywheel, double-conversion, and delta-conversion.19

 
18 Note: some manufacturers reported efficiency measurements conducted under both linear and non-linear loads; however, a 
large number of the UPSs were only tested with resistive loads, hence the larger number of lines in Figure 17. 
19 Note: due to the scope of this project, only UPSs common in data center applications were tested. Standby or offline UPSs 
are uncommon in high-power, mission critical applications and, thus, were not tested. 
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Figure 17 
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Our results indicate that there can be a wide variation in efficiency even between UPSs of the same 
general topology design, such as the double-conversion UPSs plotted in Figure 18 above, which vary 
from 86% to almost 95% efficiency at full load. The table below summarizes the characteristic 
efficiency of a number of UPS topologies at various percent load conditions and shows the average 
efficiency for all of the UPSs measured. 

Table 4: Characteristic Efficiency of UPS Topologies 

UPS Topology Efficiency at 
25% Load 

Efficiency at 
50% Load 

Efficiency at 
75% Load 

Efficiency at 
100% Load 

Delta-Conversion 93% - 94% 96% - 97% 97% 97% 
Double-conversion 81% - 93% 85% - 94% 86% - 95% 86% - 95% 
Line-Interactive unknown20 98% 97% 98% 
Standby     
AVERAGE OF ALL UNITS 86% 89% 90% 90% 
 
Due to the scope of this research effort, it was impractical to determine what specific elements of a 
model’s design contributed to its measured efficiency; however, our results indicate that some 
broader design decisions, such as the general UPS topology, can be indicative of efficiency. In 
particular, flywheel and delta-conversion UPSs exhibited best-in-class efficiency compared to the 
double-conversion UPSs that we measured. The three line-interactive UPS designs and two delta-
conversion designs had consistently higher efficiency than the double-conversion models for loads 
above 30% of nominal and similar performance in the 10% to 20% range compared to the highest 
efficiency double-conversion models. Research on the efficiency of both line-interactive and delta-
conversion UPSs should continue as manufacturers continue to improve their designs and diversify 
product lines. Nevertheless, the high efficienc PS toplogies in our current data set suggest 
that they deserve serious consideration by agers looking to lower operating costs in 

ission critical facilities that utilize large UPSs (greater than 50 kVA in capacity) and policy makers 
ntify the most efficient technologies.  

Desire for high efficiency should naturally be balanced with concerns over load isolation and 
reliability. Although the delta-conversion UPSs that we tested performed better in regards to overall 
efficiency compared to double-conversion units, some manufacturers have argued that delta-
conversion UPSs do not provide the same load isolation as a “true” double-conversion UPS. This 
report does not attempt to answer the question as to which topology is the overall best choice for 
mission critical applications. We simply report the observed efficiencies of the various topologies, and 
facility managers will ultimately need to judge whether a particular UPS can handle load disturbances 
and provide an acceptable level of load isolation. 

3.1.5 Investigation of Special High Efficiency Modes in Select 
UPSs 

A handful of UPS manufacturers now advertise double-conversion units with programmable high 
efficiency modes, sometim er” or “eco” modes. We identified the following 
units in Table 5 as having efficiency through a user control. Although 
most of the units oc would not be capable of powering entire 
data centers, the Chloride ble in sizes ranging up through 800 kVA, proving 
that such technology could already be applied to entire facilities. 

 

 

 

 

                                         

y of these U
 facility man

m
wishing to ide

es referred to as “power-sav
some means of enabling higher 

cupy the sub-50 kVA range of output and 
90-NET models are availa

   
20 Data on flywheel efficiency was only presented down to about 30% load. 



Table 5: Summary of UPS Models with High Efficiency Modes 

UPS 
Manufacturer Model 

Power 
Range 

Mfg.-Reported 
Double-Conversion 

Mfg.-Reported 
Energy-Saver 

(kVA) Efficiency Mode Efficiency 
MFR#1 91 97% 70+ Online 3 – 18 88% 
M 90-NET 0 – 8 2% FR#2  6 00 9 - 93% 97% 
M 70-NET 10 - 6 1% FR#2  0 9 - 92% 97% 
MFR#3 Galaxy 10 – 3 85% - 3000 0 86% unknown 

 

EPRI Solutions was able A m owerw Online nit is, by 
ble-conve  but offers a “power-sa high efficien  that the 

cy he 88% rang  Solutions conducted 
easurements on the 9170+ to v lidate the manufacturer’s claims. 

 to test a 3 kV odel of the P are 9170+ UPS. The u
design, a dou rsion UPS ver” cy mode
manufacturer claims can
ontrolled laboratory effici

 boost efficien
ency m

from t e to 97%. EPRI
ac

Although the high efficiency mode only allows for the reported 97% efficiency at full load, our tests 
found that the feature did enable 5% efficiency improvements across the range of percent loads, as 
illustrated in Figures 19 (resistive load testing) and 20 (non-linear load testing). 

Effect of High Efficiency Mode on UPS Efficiency
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Figure 20 

One of the potential drawbacks of enabling high efficiency modes in double-conversion UPSs is that 
the UPS no longer operates in double-conversion mode, potentially leaving mission critical loads 
more exposed to power abnormalities like voltage sags and line noise. It would seem that there is an 
inherent trade-off between high efficiency and complete load isolation, but is this trade-off significant 
enough that data center managers should choose not to enable high efficiency modes for fear of 
exposing their IT equipment to more power irregularities?  

These concerns were investigated by conducting additional tests on the Powerware 9170+ Online 
UPS, exposing the unit to power abnormalities in both double-conversion and high efficiency modes. 
The tests sought to determine the response of the UPS output when the UPS input (i.e. utility power) 
experienced an 80% and 30% sag in voltage for various durations of time. In particular, these 
experiments were designed to answer questions such as: 

 Is the output of the UPS seamless regardless of voltage sags at the input? 

 Does the UPS transfer over to battery when it sees power abnormalities at the input? 

 If the output of the UPS is interrupted, how long does the interruption last, and would this 
interruption pose a threat to mission-critical infrastructure like servers? 

In general, the performance of the 9170+ in ouble-conversion mode – what Powerware 
calls “Auto” mode – was flawless for both 80  voltage sags. The AC output maintained a 
onstant frequency and voltage regardless of disturbances to the input whether the UPS transferred 

over to battery backup power. Figure 21 illustrates one case in which the UPS responds to a 1-cycle 
(16.7 ms) 30% voltage sag. The unit transferred to battery backup power in this case, but maintained 
a seamless AC output. The behavior shown in Figure 22 is generally indicative of the unit’s 
performance in 80% voltage sag tests as well, with the main difference being that, in the 80% sag 
tests, the UPS maintained a seamless AC output without transferring to battery backup power. 

sted using linear load)

 its normal d
% and 30%

c
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Figure 21 

Unfortunately, the 9170+ does not appear to h e “flawless” response to power 

nditioned power at the output of the UPS 

                    . 

ave the sam
abnormalities when its high efficiency mode is enabled. Take the case of the 1-cycle 30% voltage sag 
test. In double-conversion or “Auto” mode, the 9170+ was able to ride out this disturbance with no 
noticeable change to its output. As illustrated in Figure 22, the unit handles the disturbance much 
differently when high efficiency is enabled by the user. The output voltage first undergoes a 30% drop 
for one half of a cycle, followed by a 3/4-cycle disturbance while the UPS transfers over to its 
batteries for power. In total, this adds up to 20.9 ms of unco
for a voltage disturbance that only lasts one AC cycle or 16.7 ms. We experienced the same type of 
behavior when conducting 80% voltage sag tests on the 9170+, except that the duration of the 
voltage sag on the UPS output was longer (2.5 AC cycles) before the unit made the transition. 
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The tests not only indicated that the high efficiency mode would introduce delays in transferring to 
backup power, exposing connected loads to unconditioned power for brief periods of time, but they 
also suggested that the unit would have to transfer to backup power more frequently because it was 
unable to “ride out” small voltage disturbances. Recall that the 9170+, operating in double-conversion 
mode, was able to maintain a seamless output during the 80% voltage sag tests for disturbances up 
to 30 AC cycles or half a second in duration without transferring to battery power. When the same 
tests were performed with the unit set to its high efficiency mode, the unit switched to backup power 
for disturbances of 10 AC cycles or longer. 

Tables 6 and 7 summarize all of the voltage sag testing performed on the 9170+ Online UPS 
operated in double-conversion and high efficiency modes, respectively. We have included a column 
that indicates whether a server power supply designed to Server System Infrastructure (SSI) 
specifications would be able to ride out the disturbance to the UPS output.21

 

Table 6: Summary of Voltage Sag Testing, Double-Conversion Mode 
% Input  
Voltage 

Sag 

Sag Duration 
(AC cycles & ms) 

UPS Action Length of 
Disturbance  

to Output  
(AC cycles & ms) 

Disturbance 
Can be Handled 

by SSI PS 

1 cycle, 16.7 ms No battery transfer 0 cycles, 0 ms Yes 
10 cycles, 166.7 
ms 

No batter 0 cycles, 0 ms Yes y transfer 80% 

es 30 cycles, 500 ms No battery transfer 0 cycles, 0 ms Y
1 cycle, 16.7 ms Battery transfer 0 cycles, 0 ms Yes 
10 cycles, 166.7 
ms 

Battery transfer 0 cycles, 0 ms Yes 30% 

30 cycles, 500 ms Battery transfer 0 cycles, 0 ms Yes 
  

Table 7: Summary of Voltage Sag Testing, High Efficiency Mode 
% Input  
Voltage 

Sag 

Sag Duration 
(AC cycles & ms) 

UPS Action Length of 
Disturbance  

to Output  

Disturbance 
Can be Hand

by SSI PS
(AC cycles & ms) 

led 
 

1 cycle, 16.7 ms No battery transfer 1 cycle, 16.7 ms Yes 
10 cycles, 166.7 
ms 

Battery transfer 3.25 cycles, 54.2 ms No 80% 

30 cycles, 500 ms Battery transfer 3.25 cycles, 54.2 ms No 
1 cycle, 16.7 ms Battery transfer 1.25 cycles, 20.9 ms Yes 
10 cycles, 166.7 
ms 

Battery transfer 1.25 cycles, 20.9 ms Yes 30% 

30 cycles, 500 ms Battery transfer 1.25 cycles, 20.9 ms Yes 
 

In general, the test results have lead to the following conclusions about the 9170+ Online UPS. We 
stress that these conclusions should not necessarily apply to all of the UPS models that we have 
identified above that have a user-enabled high efficiency mode: 

 The unit will tend to transfer to battery backup power more frequently when the high efficiency 
mode is enabled. 

 Because the output is not fully conditioned, small or momentary abnormalities in power may pass 
through to the critical load when the unit is operating in high efficiency mode. 

                                            
21 According to SSI, power supplies for servers must be able to ride out voltage sags less than 1 cycle in duration. 
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 The unit currently shows a fairly consistent 3/4 –cycle delay in transferring to battery backup 
power for large input power disturbances, combined with 1/2- to 2.5-cycle disturbances to the 
unit’s output before it recognizes the need to transfer to backup power. 

 Most computers and servers tested in the past are able to ride through interruptions greater than 
a few cycles, so it is unlikely that the loads will be affected by these relatively slow transfers. We 
believe that it is a matter of educating the customer as to what is absolutely necessary to 
effectively protect their loads. In this way, change can be effected in the market that will allow 
higher efficiencies. 

 It is unlikely that data center managers would be willing to operate a double-conversion UPS in 
high efficiency mode. This mode effectively turns a fully isolated double-conversion UPS into a 
less isolated line-interactive UPS. If customers are paying for the full performance of a double-
conversion unit, they are likely to want all of the benefits that go along with it, including complete 
load isolation even though there is an energy penalty.22  

 Both stan low” transfer 
How be note nventional arding th ese 
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% availability, leav

rom being interrup d by a single U lure. This is typically  sha
ad between two o hree UPSs so th en if one or two units

will sti
er ou

 another backup 
es. E

S to condition ut wer and supply backu r in the case 

ntire critical load b  itself to achiev highest levels of ava . Bec
re
UPSs that, individually, could power the entire facility by themselves. This load sharing reduces the 
percent load in individual UPSs and has the effect of decreasing their operational efficiency.  

Below we provide an overview of some common types of UPS c
as o the level of availability that they provide and how the overall configuration affects efficiency. 

3.2.1 Capa
In the simplest UPS configuration, a single UPS supplies power to the entire data center facility. “N” 

rs to the predicted size of the load protected by the UPS. Since the configu
 

22 Personal communication with Tom Geist of EPRI Solutions. May 10, 2005. 
23 K. McCarthy. “Comparing UPS System Design Configurations.” American Power Conversion. 2004.  
< ftp://www.apcmedia.com/salestools/SADE-5TPL8X_R0_EN.pdf> 
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one UPS capable of supplying this load, the name for the configuration is simply “N”. This 
figuration is highly uncommon in mission critical facilities like data centers because there are no 
kup UPSs available to protect the load in case the main UPS fails or re

con
bac quires maintenance. As 

The
and

Redundant Configuration 
The
This
criti
mai PSs, the main UPS handles all of the 

ti

fast
sho

mentioned above, the estimated availability of a single UPS is 99.92%, meaning that the critical load 
will be unprotected from power abnormalities and failures for about 7 hours every year.24

 main advantage of the “N” configuration is that it has no effect on the percent load of the UPS 
, thus, no effect on the operational efficiency. 

3.2.2 Isolated 
 next level of complexity in the design of UPS systems is the isolated redundant configuration. 
 design is fairly similar to the “N” configuration except that it adds a second UPS to protect the 

cal load in the case that the main UPS fails in some way or needs to be bypassed for routine 
ntenance. Rather than sharing power between the two U

cri cal load unless it fails or requires maintenance, in which case a static transfer switch (STS) 
quickly and automatically transfers the load over to the second UPS. The STS must be sufficiently 

 in its switching (< 1AC cycle) so that the critical load receives fairly continuous power. Figure 23 
ws a basic block diagram view of an isolated redundant configuration. 

Isolated Redundant Configuration

Main UPS
CONNECTED

CRITICAL
UTILITY
POWER
INPUT LOAD

Secondary UPS
STS

 
Figure 23 

For the additional capital 

STS

cost of the secondary UPS, the data center manager can make some small 

een 
two UPS g of “N,” meaning that either one is 
cap upp  of STS’s are not required for this system 

gains in overall availability. The availability of an isolated redundant configuration is estimated at 
99.93%, which may not seem like much of an improvement over the “N” configuration, but which 
reduces the amount of unprotected load time to about 6 hours.25

As with the “N” configuration, the percent loading of the system remains relatively unchanged with 
this configuration because the load is bourn solely by the main UPS. Although the load and 
operational efficiency of the main UPS remain unchanged, the addition of the secondary UPS means 
that there will be some fixed energy losses required to keep batteries charged and keep the unit 
operating. 

3.2.3 “N+1” Parallel, Single-Bus Configuration 
In the “N+1” configuration, higher redundancy is achieved by sharing the data center load betw

s arranged in parallel. Both UPSs have an output ratin
able of s lying the entire data center load. A system

design because both UPSs are tied to the same inputs and outputs; however, the UPSs usually need 
to be the same make and model in order to maintain a synchronous output to the load. Figure 24 
illustrates the “N+1” configuration in a block diagram. 

                                            
24 K. McCarthy. “Comparing UPS System…” 
25 K. McCarthy. “Comparing UPS System…” 
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Figure 24 

Industry experts estimate that “N+1” UPS configurations have an availability of 99.93%, similar to the 
isolated redundant configuration described above, without the need for some of the more complicated 
switch gear.26  

One of the major disadvantages is that, by sharing the load between two UPSs, the “N+1” 
configuration has lower operational efficiencies than the isolated redundant and “N” configurations. 
When a load is shared equally between two UPSs, each of which is rated to handle the full load by 
itself, then the largest percent load that could theoretically be achieved by either UPS is 50%. 
Because UPSs are typically oversized for the loads they support, the percent load and operational 
efficiency of units arranged in the “N+1” configuration drop further. Based on actual data center 
measurements (see Section 1.3.3), we estimate that typical operational load factors range from 30% 
to 50% for individual UPSs arranged in an “N+1” configuration, bringing operational efficiency down 
into the 80% to 90% range. 

3.2.4 “2N” and “2(N+1)” Dual-Bus Configurations 
Many servers today employ redundant power supplies, which essentially contain two separate, 
equally rated power supplies that share the server’s DC load. Should one “half” of the power supply 
fail, the other will assume the full load. This s to the “N+1” UPS configuration described 

ration allows servers with redundant 

ndant power supply will still have the other protected utility line as a 
bac an still be protected by the 

is analogou
above in which two UPSs share a common load. Redundant power supplies do not, however, share 
their AC input through one cord. Rather, they contain two cords – one for each “half” of the unit – so 
that the unit can be powered by two separate AC buses. 

This is where the “2N” UPS configuration comes in. This configu
power supplies to be powered by two completely separate AC sources by protecting the power on 
two independent utility lines. Rather than sharing the load placed on one utility line, the “2N” 
configuration places one UPS on each of two incoming utility lines, thus preventing single points of 
failure. All devices downstream of the UPSs have redundant power supplies, receiving half of their 
power from the first utility line and half from the second. Should both the utility power and the UPS on 
one of the lines fail, the redu

kup. Similarly, if one of the UPSs requires servicing, critical loads c
second UPS. Figure 25 shows a block diagram configuration of the “2N” configuration, which is the 
most common. 

                                            
26 K. McCarthy. “Comparing UPS System…” 
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 Figure 25 Figure 26 

An easy way in which to improve the availability of this system is through the “2(N+1)” configuration. 
This approach takes the same, dual-bus approach used in “2N” configurations, but adds a full, “N+1” 
configuration on each utility line for a total of four UPSs. Figure 26 illustrates the approach in block 
diagram form. 

Because the “2N” configuration uses redundant utility sources of power, it further improves on the 
availability offer king over four nines of 
availability (> 99.99% available) p d through a “2(N+1)” 

cate that operational load factors range 

                                           

ed by “N,” “N+1,” and isolated redundant configurations, ma
ossible. With the added redundancy provide

configuration, theoretical redundancy can exceed 99.9999%.27

As with the “N+1” configuration, operational efficiency suffers with improved redundancy, because of 
load sharing and a reduction in percent load for each individual UPS. From an efficiency standpoint, 
the “2N” configuration is identical to an “N+1” setup, because the data center load is shared between 
two UPSs. This reduces theoretical maximum loading for each UPS in the “2N” setup to 50%. Field 
measurements of UPSs operating in “2N” configurations indi
from 30% to 50% of the UPS’s rating. The maximum theoretical percent load is even further lowered 
in the “2(N+1)” configuration, where load is shared between four UPSs.  The theoretical maximum 
load factor for each individual UPS is 25%, and operational load factors are likely in the range of 15% 
to 25%.28 At these low percent loads, UPS efficiency drops off precipitously from the 90% range to 
below 80% (see figures 19 and 20, for example). 

 

 
27 K. McCarthy. “Comparing UPS System…” 
28 We have not measured “2(N+1)” UPS configurations under operating conditions in the past, so our estimate of load factor is 

“N+1” configurations. extrapolated from measurements on “2N” and 
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4. Proposed Efficiency Specifications 
4.1 UPS Operation 
4.1.1 Total Cost of Ownership 

A calculator was developed for evaluating rack-level energy savings in data centers derived from 
higher efficiency power conversion. The calculator takes efficiency-related energy losses into account 
in several key power conversion devices: the data center UPS, individual server power supplies, and 
motherboard-level voltage regulator modules for processors. The calculator compares the energy use 
of a high efficiency case to a base case and reports energy savings through improved efficiency in 
each of the devices mentioned above. The user can modify various efficiency and power use 
assumptions to customize the calculations to their needs and can view annual dollar savings as well 
as net present value of savings over a user-defined period of time. 

This calculator was further revised and developed into a more complete total cost of ownership (TCO) 
tool that focuses on energy savings for an entire data center facility rather than just one rack. We 
used the results of recent UPS and power supply efficiency testing to inform our assumptions for the 
base case and high efficiency case. We also built in options which allow the user to specify different 
UPS redundancy configurations, which as we have shown above, can have a dramatic effect on 
efficiency and, likewise, operational The user now can select to evaluate th fects  
efficiency in any combination ove devices (UPSs, power supplies ’s). The 

 costs. e ef
 of the ab , and VRM

of

calculator now allows the user to define and adjust the following parameters through an interface like 
the one shown in Figure 27. This calculator is currently available on LBNL’s website devoted to 
efficient high tech centers (www.hightech.lbl.gov): 

 

 Number of racks in data center 

 Number of servers per rack 

 Cost of electricity 

 Cooling system efficiency 

 Power supply nominal power rating 

 UPS nominal power rating 

 Duration to calculate net present value of 
energy savings 

 Discount rate to calculate net present value 
of energy savings 

 Redundancy configuration of both the base 
and high efficiency cases 

 

 
Figure 27: example interface for TCO calculator 
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4.2 Proposed Efficiency Label 
4.2.1 Labeling UPS Effic
e early stages of this project a propos

iency 
In th ed energy efficiency and power quality labeling scheme for 
sing , “s  Swiss Federal Office of Energy was uncovered. 
The pro nts the measured power losses of the UPS in 

le-phase mall” UPSs being developed by the
 Swiss’ posed label, shown below, docume

different modes of operation and provides an estimate of the annual energy consumed by energy 
losses in the UPS design. The label also reports the UPS’s ability to handle different types of power 
disturbances and the power quality (power factor and total harmonic distortion) that the UPS presents 
to the grid. It was designed to match the style of existing EU labels for other electric appliances and 
was intended to be used by manufacturers to voluntarily report efficiency and power quality 
information to potential UPS purchasers.29 The Swiss Federal Office of Energy is currently 
investigating the possible mandatory use of the label and is also working with members of the 
European Union on developing a voluntary Code of Conduct (CoC) for UPS systems. 

 
Figure 28 

In the interests of harmonizing with international efforts to report and promote UPS energy efficiency 
in a standardized format,  Swiss label and a draft 
report summarizing the ncy in the U.S. market 

                                           

 our team created a modified version of the proposed
criteria that would be used to evaluate UPS efficie

 
29 Schnyder Engineers Ltd. Label for UPS Systems. The Swiss Federal Office of Energy. October 2002. pp. 1 - 3 
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und , differs from the Swiss version in 
sev i

 g levels of energy conversion efficiency rather 
 efficiency was more appealing to a potential 

er the label. Our proposed label, shown below in Figure 29
eral dist nct ways: 

We have modified the label so that it reports differin
than energy losses. It was our opinion that reporting
UPS purchaser. 

 We have eliminated a field in the label that reports energy losses incurred by operating the UPS 
for 2000 hours with no load. This information did not seem of much use to UPS purchasers, 
especially data center users who will likely keep their UPS at least partially loaded with servers 
year round. 

 To help direct the focus of the label solely on energy efficiency and to simplify its design, we 
decided to eliminate the various tables that report on filtering of power disturbances and power 
quality. Manufacturers readily report this type of information in product literature should potential 
purchasers wish to compare different UPSs based on these criteria. 

 

 
Figure 29 
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Manufacturer Comments on Proposed UPS Label 
 draft label and report were distributed to numerous leading UPS manufacturers to seek comment 
the label’s desig

The
on n and to ensure that the documentation for the label would provide ample 

com
mai

a
abo
to j
UPS S input power factor, etc. In 
hort, manufacturers want consumers to be able to judge for themselves the potential tradeoffs 

between efficiency and performance. They feel that consumers should be able to use the label to 
distinguish the highest efficiency UPS models of a given level of performance. 

Bypass mode of operation: Several manufacturers recommended that the column in the UPS label 
used to show UPS efficiency in the bypass mode of operation be removed altogether. They argue 
(rightly) that the bypass mode is used to periodically take the UPS out of operation for servicing, 
which happens only several hours out of the year. During this period of time, the UPS cannot perform 
its design function: to provide backup power and power conditioning to critical loads. As a result, they 
argue that bypass mode is not indicative of typical UPS operation and should not be included in the 
label. 

Loading conditions: Manufacturers had two major concerns about testing and loading conditions, 
namely that lower load levels below 50% of nominal load should be required in testing and that the 
displacement power factor of linear loads is specified in the labeling guidelines. Manufacturers felt 
that lower load levels should be required in testing mainly because, as our research has shown, the 
vast majority of UPSs operate at below 50% of their nominal load. Since the efficiency of a UPS at 
these lower percent loads can be significantly lower than at 50%, 75% and 100% load, manufacturers 
thought that an additional loading point in the 20% to 30% range should be required. Due to the 
effects that load power factor can have on UPS efficiency measurements (one manufacturer cites 2% 
lower efficiency with increased load power factor), one UPS manufacturer thought that the power 
factor of the UPS test load should be explicitly stated on the label. 

The categorical letter scale: Several manufacturers were quick to point out the past failings of the 
letter scale used in the proposed UPS label. Recall that the original Swiss UPS label upon which our 
proposed label was modeled was developed to match European-style efficiency labels used in the EU 
to report refrigerator and air conditioner efficiency to consumers. These labels all use a categorical 
letter scale with “A” corresponding to the top efficiency level. Manufacturers noted that, as 
refrigerators and other appliances have become more efficient in Europe, the original letter scale was 
no longer adequate to separate out the most efficient models. Over time, additional categories such 
as “A+” and “A++” have been added to distinguish the top performers. Manufacturers are worried that, 
as UPS efficiency improves, the categorical scale used in our proposed label could become similarly 
obsolete. Some also argued that the categorical scale was not the correct approach for the U.S. 
market because it would be unfamiliar to U.S. consumers and provided too little information about 
UPS efficiency over a wide range of loads. One manufacturer suggested listing efficiency in a table at 
50%, 75% and 100% load as an alternative, although this is not as visual of an approach. 

4.2.2 Proposed UPS Efficie ndard for the U.S. Market 
In addition to examining a potential mandatory label for UPS systems sold in the U.S. market, Ecos 
Consulting and EPRI Solutions also developed and investigated the energy savings potential for a 
voluntary/mandatory energy efficiency specification. Voluntary labeling programs, such as the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency’s ENERGY STAR® program, and mandatory efficiency programs, 

guidance for manufacturers to measure and report UPS efficiency in the proposed format. Several 
manufacturers responded with comments within a three-week period. We have distilled several 

mon threads of discussion from the various comments received and summarize them below. The 
n concerns from manufacturers regarding the proposed label were: 

Display of performance-related information: Most UPS manufacturers that submitted comments 
sh red a concern that the proposed energy efficiency label does not provide enough information 

ut the UPS’s general design and performance. Manufacturers not only want potential purchasers 
udge their models based on efficiency, but also performance issues relating to the quality of the 

 output, the ability of the unit to filter out power disturbances, the UP
s

ncy Sta
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s
encouraging 
uch as the California Energy Commission’s title standards, have been highly successful in 

the efficiency of other electric devices such as lighting, ceiling fans, and refrigerators; 
howeve ble power supplies. Programs 

e issue by 
crea e s  
pow s le

r, these programs have never focused attention on uninterrupti
may have avoided larger UPSs used in mission-critical facilities in the past because these devices 
are not typically purchased by most consumers. 

Below we examine the hurdles to creating a UPS efficiency specification, propose a sample 
specification based on our measured UPS efficiency data, and estimate the energy savings 
achievable through the specification. 

Challenges to a UPS Efficiency Specification 
Creating market transformation mechanisms for UPSs is not as straightforward a task as for other 
power conversion devices. In many simpler commodity-type power conversion devices, such as 
external power supplies, there might be a large variation in efficiency between the most and least 
efficient models, but very little variation in the basic performance and function of the devices. For 
example, server power supplies are now sold in common form factors designated by the Server 
System Infrastructure group (SSI) that helps to ensure similar performance characteristics, output 
voltages, adapter pin-outs, etc. Typical power ratings on server power supplies are also fairly similar 
and fall within a range from 200 to 600 watts DC. 

However in UPSs, the size and performance characteristics of the devices can vary drastically 
depending on model, manufacturer, etc. UPSs come in a wide variety of sizes ranging from models 
designed to power individual workstations (< 1kVA units) to those designed to power entire facilities 
(> 100 kVA), meaning that the largest models can handle two orders of magnitude more power than 
the smallest models. The way that UPSs deal with power abnormalities and the extent to which UPSs 
can isolate a load from interruptions in utility power also vary drastically. Standby UPSs and many 
line-interactive UPSs can pass along voltage sags, line noise, or changes in AC frequency to 
connected loads, whereas most double-conversion UPSs can filter out all of these disturbances. 

Because of the wide variation in performance among UPSs and the equally wide range of available 
sizes, it becomes increasingly difficult to create a one-size-fits-all UPS specification. UPSs can pay a 
penalty in overall efficiency by providing better load isolation, filtering, and other types of improved 
performance, and therefore it would be unfair to compare UPSs with a high-quality output to those 
with a lower-quality output. Furthermore, smaller power conversion devices typically cannot achieve 
the same levels of efficiency as larger devices, and so it would be equally unfair to compare the 
efficiency of a 100 kVA, facility-level UPS to that of a 1 kVA, workstation-level UPS. As a result, any 
proposed UPS efficiency specification should take the size and performance of the UPS into account. 

Sample Efficiency Specification 
Our data set of factory and laboratory UPS efficiency measurements were used to create a UPS 
efficiency specification that could be used by mandatory and voluntary programs. We have mimicked 
the approach taken by SSI with server power supplies by recommending efficiency levels at 20%, 
50% and 100% of the UPS’s nominal power rating. Based on the results of field testing of UPS 
efficiency, we believe that the 20%- and 50%-load efficiency levels are the most important for 
obtaining real world energy savings, because these points are closest to the range of percent loads at 
which most UPSs operate. 

As described above, it would be difficult to create a “one-size-fits-all” UPS efficiency specification due 
to large variation in the size and features, both of which have a measurable effect on efficiency. 
Although we do not currently have enough information to devise an unbiased mechanism that 
accounts for differences in UPS performance, we were able to account for the UPS siz

ting thre lightly different specifications for UPSs in different size ranges: those with nominal
er rating ss than or equal to 20 kVA, those greater than 20 kVA and less than or equal to100 

kVA, and those greater than 100 kVA. These three ranges of power ratings correspond to the regions 
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in Figure 30 outlined with dashed lines. The average efficiency measurements30 of UPSs in a given 
region are fairly similar to each other (usually to within a few percent) and do not exhibit any large 
variations in efficiency as a function of the UPS’s rated power output, at least according to our current 
data set. Our “bracketing” of the UPS specification into three different size groups is merely indicative 
of the approach that we recommend be taken in formal specification development. In the 
development of a more formal UPS efficiency specification, a more careful statistical study might 
need to be performed, coupled with industry stakeholder consultation to determine exactly where the 
boundaries between different size brackets should be. 

Average Efficiency vs. UPS Rating
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Figure 30 

By examining the collected efficiency measurements in our data set within each of the UPS size 
groups described above, we developed recommended efficiency levels for our proposed 

31specification, shown in Table 8.  In order to pass the specification, a UPS must exceed the proposed 
efficienc e designed the specification such that roughly the 

Load Load Load 

y levels at 20%, 50%, and 100% load. W
top 20% to 30% most efficient UPSs in our data set would pass the criterion, which ensures that our 
proposed efficiency specification is technologically achievable even today. Charts provided in 
Appendix A plot the various efficiency levels alongside our UPS efficiency measurements. 

Table 8: Proposed UPS Efficiency Specification Levels 

UPS Nominal Power Output Efficiency at 20% Efficiency at 50% Efficiency at 100% 

Below 20 kVA 80% 87% 88% 
20 kVA to 100 kVA 83% 89% 90% 

                                            
30 Note: average efficiency is calculated by taking the mean efficiency at 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% load. In several cases 
where manufacturers did not measure efficiency at these exact load points, it was necessary to use another load point within 
+/- 10% of 25%, 50%, 75% or 100%.  
31 We used UPS efficiency measured with linear loads to determine specification levels, because the majority of bulk of our 
data set is comprised of these types of measurements. In a formal specification, non-linear loads should be used to measure 
efficiency (described in IEC-62040-3) because these loads more closely resemble the types of loads seen by most UPSs in 
operating environments. 
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Above 100 kVA 90% 95% 95% 
 

Estimated Energy Savings of Proposed Specification 
We estimate that our recommended improvements to the efficiency of uninterruptible power supplies 
could save millions of dollars in utility costs every year by trimming power conversion energy losses. 
We have performed a first-order energy use and savings analysis to determine the effectiveness and 
potential energy savings of the proposed UPS efficiency standard and have built this analysis upon 
several key pieces of research that have emerged from work on UPS efficiency: 

 Estimates of UPS stock presented in Section 1.1.5 for the US data center/IT sector 

 Field measurements of average UPS load factors and operational efficiency, presented in Section 
1.3.3. 

 Factory and laboratory measurements of UPS efficiency across a wide range of loads, presented 
in Section 1.3.4. 

Our general approach was to compare the energy losses or energy consumption of “typical” or 
“average” UPSs to those operating at our proposed efficiency levels within each of the three 
size/power categories described above. We first required several simplifying assumptions about UPS 
loading and operational efficiency. Based on our field measurements of data center UPSs, we 
assumed that most large UPSs servicing IT equipment and data centers operate at about 38% load 
and with an average efficiency of about 85%. Since UPSs smaller than 20 kVA were not tested in the 
field, we had to refer to our factory and laboratory measurements submitted by manufacturers to 
determine an average efficiency for this category of UPS – 83.6% at our typical percent load of about 
38%.32 Due to the wide range of UPS sizes, we also needed to assume a typical size for UPSs in 
each of the three categories. We used the midpoint of the range to approximate average UPS size in 
the < 20 kVA and 20 – 100 kVA ranges, and we assumed a typical value of 200 kVA for UPSs larger 
than 100 kVA.33 Finally, we assume that the amount of active output power (in kW) that a typical UPS 
can provide to loads is roughly 80% of the UPS rating in kVA (this is the apparent power rating and is 
always larger than the apparent power rating). This assumption is based on typical UPS nameplate 
ratings from manufacturer data sheets. Table 9 presents some of the key assumptions abo t “typical” 
or “average” UPSs. 

u

Table 9: Assumptions for Typical UPS 
Output Power 
Range (kVA) 

Assumed Output 
Power (kVA) 

Assumed Output 
Power (kW) 

Load Factor 
During Operation 

Efficiency at 
Operational Load 
Factor 

< 20 kVA 10 8 38% 83.6% 

20 – 100 kVA 70 56 38% 85.2% 

> 100 kVA 85.2% 200 160 38% 

 

In the case of high efficiency UPSs, we ssumptions regar utput power and l
e UPS efficiency bas he levels in the p  efficiency spec  in the 

e efficiency sp ion does not spe  require an effici evel at 
s (38%), we lin nterpolated betwe 20% and 50% efficien s 

to estimate the kind of operational efficiency that one could expect from a UPS that complies with the 
ndard. Table 10 shows our complete assumptions for high efficiency UPSs. 

 kept a ding o oad factor the 
same but raised th ed on t roposed ification
section above. Since th
average operational load

ecificat
early i

cifically
en the 

ency l
cy level

sta

 
                                            

32 This average efficiency had to be linearly interpolated based on efficiency measurements taken at other load points. 
33 This assumption is based on past sales data from Frost & Sullivan, Roth, and others that indicate that most UPS sales 
above 100 kVA cluster heavily in the 100 to 200 kVA range. 200 kVA seems to be an acceptable median value. 
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Table 10: Assumptions for High Efficiency UPS 
utput Power 

Range (
Assumed Output Assumed Output Load Factor 

tion 
Efficiency at 
Operational Load 

O
kVA) Power (kVA) Power (kW) During Opera

Factor 

< 20 kVA 10 8 38% 84.2% 

20 – 100 kVA 70 56 38% 86.6% 

> 100 kVA 200 160 38% 93.0% 

 

With the given assumptions about the output power of the UPS, the typical percent load placed on the 
UPS, and the efficiency of the UPS at operational loads, we were able to estimate average power 

slos es in different sizes of UPS for average and high efficiency UPSs. Table 11 shows the estimated 
power losses and estimated annual energy consumption (AEC) based on year-round operation. 

Table 11: UPS Annual Energy Consumption Estimates 
Average UPS 

Output Power Range 
(kVA) 

Power Losses (kW) Annual Energy 
Consumption (kWh) 

< 20 kVA 0.59 5,197 

20 – 100 kVA 3.68 32,211 

> 100 kVA 10.51 92,032 

High Efficiency UPS 

Output Power Range 
(kVA) 

Power Losses (kW) Annual Energy 
Consumption (kWh) 

< 20 kVA 0.57 4,971 

20 – 100 kVA 3.28 28,693 

> 100 kVA ,878 4.55 39

 

Using this information and our estimates of UPS stock, we constructed a first-orde te of UPS 
rgy use and savings estima is limited to the enter/IT secto  the 

ur research, in wh we measured the efficiency of data  UPSs both in  and 
sed on our estimates, the data ce /IT sector currently consumes roug TWh 

Wh) of electricity per year as a resu ower conversion losses in UPSs  
out 0.3% of combined commercial industrial elect consumption in the US.34 

ssuming an average electric utility charge of $0.10/kWh, this amounts to over $700 million spent 

r estima
energy use. This ene
scope of o

te data c
center

r due to
 the labich 

in the field. Ba nter hly 7.1 
(7.1 billion k
equal to ab

lt of p
 and 

– an amount
ricity 

A
every year by the data center/IT sector in the US to pay for electricity that is simply converted to heat 
inside the UPS.35 We estimate that the State of California alone, which contains roughly 15% of the 
nation’s data center floor space,36 consumes about 1 billion kWh of electricity and spends about $100 
million per year in electric bills due to power conversion losses in data center UPSs.37 Our national 

                                            
34 Percentages based on “No. 916. Electric Energy Sales by Class of Service and State: 2001.” Statistical Abstract of the 

nited States: 2003. U.S. Census Bureau. 2003. p. 593 
 Note: this figure does not include electricity expenses for the devices connected to the UPS 

36  B. Johnson. SpaceDex III – Hosting Space: Not All Hosting Space is Created Equal – 

y 

U
35

 R. Juarez, M. Alic, K. Chetan and
Smart, Complex Space Takes Data Center Stage. Boston: Robertson Stephens Inc. 2001. 
37 Because California contains 15% of the nation’s data center floor space, its UPSs consume 15% of the energy consumed b
all UPSs in the US. 
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energy use figures . Little for the U.S. 
 Ener at 
ear.38 rth gy s

are Ec stim tock an lif
the 2002 DOE/ADL report did not make such an estimate. There are severa ns for the 

increase in UPS energy consumption: 

ck has grow ignificantly since  publication of t hur D. Little r e to 
s at the tail en  tech boom d continued, alth  weaker, sales of Ss in 

e years since. O l, our stock estim s 65% higher in s of numbers o

 Research conducted by Ecos Consulting, EPRI Solutions, and LBNL indicate that UPSs typically 

 
of UPS A
Consum
IT/t

ate 
of UPS Annual Energy 
Consumption in U.S. 
I ector 

are noticeably higher than past estimates made by Arthur D
g  U um  “IT/telecom” Department of

5.8 TWh per y
Also included 

y, which estimated PS energy cons
ur D. Little’s ener
ate of UPS s

ption in the U.S.
 use estimates are 
d energy use in Ca

sector 
hown in Table 12. 
ornia, even though 
l reaso

 Both Ecos’ and A
os Consulting’s e
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 The UPS sto
heavy sale

n s
d of the

 the
 an

he Art
ough

eport, du
UP

the thre veral ate i  term f units. 

operate at lower load factors and with lower efficiency than was assumed in the Arthur D. Little 
estimate, which assumed roughly 50% loading. We now know that UPSs more often operate in 
the 30% to 50% range of loads, where power conversion efficiency begins to decline. 

Table 12: Comparison of UPS Energy Use Estimates 
DOE/ADL 2002 Estimate Ecos/EPRI 2004 Estim

nnual Energy 
ption in U.S. 

elecom Sector T/data center S

E d National 
U 151stimate

PS Stock ,761 250,343 

N al 
E ption 
(T

5.8 7.1 
ationwide Annu
nergy Consum
Wh) 

Estimated California 
UPS Stock n/a 37,551 

California Annual 
E umption 
(TW

n/a 1.1 nergy Cons
h) 

 

Based on a compa  our “high efficiency” a cases for UPS e sumption, we 
ave estimated the energy savings potential for enacting our proposed UPS efficiency standard in the 

STAR. In this energy savings scenario, it is likely that only a fraction of the UPS market will meet the 
osed efficiency levels. If, for example, 25% of the UPSs installed in the U.S. were able to comply 

icity 
summarized our energy 

 

rison of nd “typical” nergy con
h
U.S. Again, due to the scope of our work, this estimate applies to the data center/IT sector and does 
not indicate savings that might be achievable in residential or industrial UPS installations. Although it 
might not be likely that U.S. federal authorities would implement a national, mandatory standard 
governing the efficiency of UPSs, we estimate that our proposed efficiency measures would have 
saved 2.8 TWh of electricity in 2004 if all UPSs in use in the U.S. were forced to comply. This would 
result in about $280 million in savings from lower electric utility bills. Applying the proposed efficiency 
specification on a mandatory basis could cut nationwide energy use by UPSs by about 40%; 
however, the proposed savings would amount to only about 0.1% of combined industrial and 
commercial annual electricity consumption. 

A potentially more feasible way to encourage energy savings in UPSs would be the introduction of a 
voluntary UPS efficiency specification that would be administered under a program such as ENERGY 

prop
with the proposed UPS efficiency levels, the nation would save about 700 million kWh of electr

r year, amounting to about $70 million upe tility cost savings. We have 
vings scenarios for mandatory and voluntary specifications in Table 13, sa along with similar energy

                                            
38 K. Roth, F. Goldstein and J. Kleinman. Energy Consumption by Office and Telecommunications Equipment in Commercial 
Buildings, Volume I: Energy Consumption Baseline. Cambridge, MA: Arthur D. Little, 2002. p. 84 
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savings estimates that apply only to the State of California, which we assume contains about 15% of 
the nation’s UPSs.39

Table 13: Energy Savings Scenarios for Proposed UPS Efficiency 
Specification 

 Mandatory Specification – Voluntary Specification – 25% 
100% of Installed Units Comply of Installed Units Comply 

Nat
Sav

ionwide Annual Energy 
ings (TWh) 2.8 0.71 

Na ionwide Annual Utility 
t Savings (million USD) $280 $71 t

Cos

Cal
Savings (TWh) 

ifornia Annual Energy 0.42 0.11 

California Annual Utility 
Cost Savings (million USD) $42 $11 

 

The energy savings figures shown ificantly la e entire UPS 
market a  center/IT sec PSs above 5 kVA in power output, the data 
center/IT accounts for roughly t of the installed units tional one third of 
UPSs installe s, industrial facilities, hospitals and the like have not been included in 
our ener stimates. Our analysis also excludes the belo
segment, more typical of small office applicatio stallations, et e combined sales of 
UPSs be A amounted to over 8 million units in 2004, close to 200 times the unit sales volume 
of UPSs in power output 40 ough these are lower p an the 
larger UP report and would thus have smaller per-uni losses, they might 
represent a savings opportunity simply due to the large number of units in 
operation died in the future. 

It should ergy savings n be realized from reduce ng needs 
because l ste heat is generated from the conversion and storage equipment. LBNL 

enchmarking suggests that the secondary savings from reduced cooling needs as a result of more 

                                           

 here could be sign rger when examining th
nd not just the data
 sector only 

tor. For U
wo thirds . An addi

d in small office
gy use and savings e

low 5 kV

w 5 kVA UPS market 
c. Thns, residential in

 greater than 5 kVA 
Ss examined in this 

.  Alth ower devices th
t power 

n attractive energy 
 that should be stu

 be noted that additional en
ess wa

ca d facility cooli

b
efficient facilities is on the same order of magnitude as the direct, primary savings from efficient 
conversions. Finally, there is also additional savings from reduced capital investment in equipment if 
a more efficient system is selected, as well as reduced real estate investment from smaller equipment 
footprints. These additional savings can be realized up front rather than through reduced operational 
costs.  

 
39 Based on estimates that California contains 15% of the nation’s data center floor space. R. Juarez et al. 2001. 
40 Frost and Sullivan. 2004. 
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5. DC Architecture Scoping Study 
5.1 Market Trends in IT Load Power Configuration 

New generation data process e rvices 
rocessing speed and bandwidth utilization benefits, at the same time, 

sed communication and commerce activities cont ate the 
rmance. As a result of this self-reinforcing spiral, the amount and concentration of 

dicated toward data processing and storage infrastructure is also on an 
is growth creat  challenges regarding energy and resources to 

 equipment is generally built around microprocessor cores, or individual server units 
rs. Data centers use AC in a conventional distribution to deliver power to the 

servers, storage arrays, etc.). This typical delivery scheme involves 
power supplies) to convert AC to DC at the equipment component and 

rocessor levels. In the past these microprocessors-based server unit would typically utilize less than 

ocessor. (480VAC to 208VAC, 208VAC to 400VDC, 

ers. The central AC UPS generally involves conversion from incoming raw AC power to DC, 
and then reconverting from DC back to AC. Moreover, since the UPS generally requires a 
maintenance bypass switch, facility-level entry power usually must be transformed from 480VAC 
down to 208VAC prior to the UPS. The central battery is then connected as an alternate input to the 
DC-AC converter so that if incoming raw AC power is interrupted, the system automatically switches 
over to battery power. Uninterruptible AC power is then passed through an AC power distribution grid 
and fanned out to individual data processing apparatus. The servers receive the AC output of the 
UPS (converted from DC) and then convert again to DC with its power supply. 

Typically, uninterruptible power is viewed at the facility level, as opposed to the equipment level. This 
perspective provides an easy division between the facility power equipment and data processing 
equipment, with each focusing on a different part of the power delivery. However, this view also 
makes it difficult to ascertain and optimize overall operating efficiency and total cost of ownership, 
since losses from each of these conversion processes directly translate into heat, adding to both the 
server cooling load and the overall data center’s cooling load. 

ing equipment used in data cent rs and general business se
provides ever-increasing p
increasing growth in Internet-ba
need for more perfo

inually stimul

electrical energy being de
exponential growth path. Th es new
power these systems. 

Data processing
in dense racks and cluste
data processing equipment (
power conversion devices (

disk 

p
100W of energy per unit. However, modern equipment quite often exceeds 200W per unit, depending 
on configurations, with future equipment forecast to go well in excess of this value. As these channels 
are paralleled together into clusters, the total energy being utilized presents unique challenges. 

Inside the server boxes, power supplies can provide power factor correction as well as load isolation 
from the incoming power line. This conversion generally involves at least two stages. In addition, 
most modern microprocessors require very low voltages at fairly high currents, such as 1.1V at 100A. 
The precision of the voltage required is such that voltage regulation circuitry must be located directly 
next to the microprocessor. In order to effectively realize this circuitry, most processors require that 
an intermediate DC voltage, such as 12VDC, be delivered to the processor/local regulator 
combination. Thus, from the power supply, there can be up to six or more power conversion stages 
between facility power entry and the micropr
400VDC to 208VAC, 208VAC to 400VDC, 400VDC to 12VDC, 12VDC to 1.1VDC) 

Depending on processor and server loading, which can dynamically range from 0% to 100%, the 
efficiencies of power supplies can be lower at lower load levels and can significantly impact overall 
system efficiency. In many cases, redundant power supplies are used to deliver this power, either on 
standby or in load-sharing configurations inside servers, both of which reduce individual power supply 
loading. 

The need for reliability also necessitates the use of UPS units to condition the AC power provided to 
the serv
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5.2 Efficiency of AC- and DC-based Systems 
de the server units, the limiting factors on power conversion efficiency are voltagInsi e rating of 

sem rter 
pac play 
a pa wer 

ypass provisions for UPS and battery servicing. Often, these units are located 

ts the 

 Converter (98%)  

ge levels on the order 

iconductors, along with their corresponding conduction losses. In addition, power conve
kage size limitations, and the economics of power supply design and manufacturing can also 
rt. All of these factors combine to ultimately limit available efficiency improvements for the po

conversion processes. Power conversion efficiency for best-in-class computer grade AC-DC power 
supplies currently do not provide efficiency higher than about 80% (See related report on “best-in-
class” testing results for server power supplies). For servers, on-board non-isolated converters that 
provide final processor power conversion can range as high as 98% efficiency.  

The other area of complexity within large data processing installations is uninterrupted AC power 
distribution. Facility-level AC UPS systems generally have a centralized circuit breaker panel with 
power monitoring and b
at some distance away from the equipment being powered; leading to possible confusion regarding 
which equipment is fed by what breaker and introducing the possibility of inadvertent information 
technology equipment shut down due to operator confusion. In some cases the nature of the UPS 
being utilized is very sensitive to load current harmonics, resulting in a great level of care being 
required to assure data processing equipment and UPS compatibility. 

The centralized battery plant utilized in facility-level UPS systems can be a compromise between 
what is required for successful system realization and component limitations. The actual battery run 
time required for acceptable system operation is often just a few minutes. The time represen
delay needed to switch to alternate utility power feeds, or to bring an auxiliary source of power on line 
(such as a motor generator). However, when batteries for centralized AC UPS systems are sized, the 
nature of the voltages required or battery type chosen can often result in hold up times well in excess 
of what is required, resulting in wasted energy storage and delivery capabilities. Additionally, the 
lower efficiency presented by the off-line power supplies utilized by data center equipment produces 
an extra load on batteries that only goes into producing heat instead of power conversion. 

Using the typical efficiencies of the different conversion steps listed below – from facility entry AC to 
the processor:  

 Step Down Transformer (99.5%)  

 AC UPS (85%) 

 Computer Power Supply (70%) 

 Point of Load

An estimate of the overall net power efficiency of about 58% can be estimated as follows: 

Step Down Transformer (99.5%) x AC UPS (85%) x Computer Power Supply (70%) x Point of 
Load Converter (98%) = 58% 

The above result indicates that for every watt of power utilized to process data, another 0.4W to 0.5W 
is required to support power conversion. In addition, for air-conditioned facility cooling, a conservative 
estimate suggests that another watt of power will be required for each watt utilized to cool the power 
conversion equipment. While additional cooling power can seem insignificant at the individual 
microprocessor level, when overall data processing activities reach power usa
of 200kW, or more (for example, a large Internet 4 hub installation), almost 100 kW of power would 
be wasted in the overall power conversion process, not including additional cooling loads. 
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5.3 Demonstration Plans for DC Architecture 
5.3.1 Demonstration Objectives 

The demonstration has the following goals: 

1. Show that DC-powered server(s) and/or server rack exists in the same form factor or can 
be built and operated from existing components with minimal effort.  

2. Show that DC-powered server(s) and/or server rack can provide the same level of 
functionality and computing performance when compared to similarly configured and 

sign might 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

operating server (and/or server rack) containing AC power supplies, as measured with 
industry standard measurement devices and software benchmarking tools.  

3. Measure and document any efficiency gains from the elimination of multiple conversion 
steps in the delivery of DC power to the server hardware. 

4. Identify areas for follow up investigations. 

5.3.2 Approach 
The proposed demonstration will compare two power distribution schemes to servers and/or server 
racks that perform the same data processing functions. The two systems are shown in Figures 31 
and 32 below. 

 System #1 is comprised of a double conversion UPS (local to the rack) powering a server 
rack with AC.  

 System #2 utilizes a single rectifier (local to the rack) to provide DC to the server rack 
containing DC powered server(s).  

Although many data centers use a centralized UPS, and a data center DC distribution de
be based on the plant telecom system which will provide similar functionality, for the purposes of this 
demonstration, a local system will be used in order to better control all the variables to be monitored. 

Pow
Analyzer 

er 

 
 
 

Figure 31: System #1, Utilizing A UPS And AC Powered Servers. 

 
Power analyzers on the input of each system will provide power consumption data as the servers go 
through a standard benchmarking that uses a controllable and repeatable data processing routine. 

 
 

Double 
Conversion 
UPS 208 V AC 

U ility t Rack with 
Supplied Server(s) 
AC Power 

Power 
Analyzer 

Rectifier 
System 208 V AC 

Utility 
Supplied 

Rack with 
Server(s) 
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Figure 32: System #2, Utilizing Single Rectifier and DC Powered Servers. 

 
The po mpared to the power used by System #2, to 
determi nsumption by the two systems while performing 

ation will allow comparison of power consumption by the 
two

 

6. 

wer consumption by System #1 will be co
ne if there is any difference in the power co

identical tasks. The results of this demonstr
 approaches, and to determine whether increases in efficiency are possible.  

Conclusions and Recommendations 
This project served well as an initial investigation in dings and 
data center
scope of ou s.  However, we were not able 
to c  ou e. Below are a number of observations and 
recommendat

Units: Standby UPSs are most common in low-power applications (0 

ble to critical loads such as industrial facilities or data centers. We estimate that there 
of 

the 
ange of apparent power output.  

 critical 
oints between 30% and 50% of nominal and in situations 

 
data center, even though maximum utilization rarely occurs.  This results in over sizing of 
the UPS for the actual amount of installed mission-critical infrastructure. 

arch effort, it was 
ributed to its 

 decisions, such 
 the efficiency of 

turers continue 
 the high efficiency of some 

consideration by 
arge 

UPSs ( ntify the most 
efficient tech

ts, 
e load 

 to answer the 
plications. We 
managers will 

nces and provide 

                                         

to this particular area of high-tech buil
s, and has provided an overview of UPS utilization and applications. Due to the broad 
r work, we were able to identify a number of important issue

arry t in-depth investigations into any one issu
ions based on the findings of this study: 

Focus on Large UPS 
– 2 kVA) such as individual workstation backup power, small office server backup power, etc. 
The lack of complete power conditioning and load isolation generally make standby UPSs 
unsuita
are about 225,000 UPSs in operation in the U.S. data center/IT sector today, about 15% 
which reside in the State of California. Half of the national UPS stock consists of units in 
5.1 to 20 kVA r

UPS Loading and Sizing Can Significantly Affect Energy Use: UPSs in mission
environments typically operate at p
where the data center is not fully populated this can be even lower resulting in very large 
inefficiencies. There are a number of reasons why data center UPSs operate at part loads, 
one of which is that UPSs are commonly sized to meet the maximum utilization of space in a

41

Topology and Efficiency Considerations: Due to the scope of this rese
impractical to determine what specific elements of a model’s design cont
measured efficiency; however, our results indicate that some broader design
as the general UPS topology, can be indicative of efficiency. Research on
both line-interactive and delta-conversion UPSs should continue as manufac
to improve their designs and diversify product lines. Nevertheless,
UPS toplogies in our current data set suggest that they deserve serious 
facility managers looking to lower operating costs in mission critical facilities that utilize l

greater than 50 kVA in capacity) and policy makers wishing to ide
nologies.  

Reliability Considerations: Desire for high efficiency should naturally be balanced with 
concerns over load isolation and reliability. Although the delta-conversion UPSs that we 
tested performed better in regards to overall efficiency compared to double-conversion uni
some manufacturers have argued that delta-conversion UPSs do not provide the sam
isolation as a “true” double-conversion UPS. This report does not attempt
question as to which topology is the overall best choice for mission critical ap
simply report the observed efficiencies of the various topologies, and facility 
ultimately need to judge whether a particular UPS can handle load disturba

   
 Madsen J. “Continuous UPS Availability: How Important is it to Your Company?” Energy User News. August 11, 2000. < 

http://www.energyusernews.com/CDA/ArticleInformation/features/BNP__Features__Item/0,2584,14489,00.html> 
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an e industry 
can help to provide more clarity on this issue. 

 performance, and 
 with a lower-

quality output. Furthermore, smaller power conversion devices typically cannot achieve the 
 
 
 

 reduced capital investment in equipment if a 
more ef
footprin
costs. T
powerin
overall 

 

 

acceptable level of load isolation. Additional research and discussion within th

Considerations in Creating a Standard for UPS: Because of the wide variation in 
performance among UPSs and the equally wide range of available sizes, it is difficult to 
create a one-size-fits-all UPS specification. UPSs can pay a penalty in overall efficiency by 
providing better load isolation, filtering, and other types of improved
therefore it would be unfair to compare UPSs with a high-quality output to those

same levels of efficiency as larger devices, and so it would be equally unfair to compare the
efficiency of a 100 kVA, facility-level UPS to that of a 1 kVA, workstation-level UPS. As a
result, any proposed UPS efficiency specification should take the size and performance of the
UPS into account. 

Finally, it should be noted that additional energy savings can be realized from reduced facility cooling 
needs because less waste heat is generated from the conversion and storage equipment. LBNL 
benchmarking suggests that the secondary savings from reduced cooling needs as a result of more 
efficient facilities is on the same order of magnitude as the direct, primary savings from efficient 
conversions.  There are also additional savings from

ficient system is selected, as well as reduced real estate investment from smaller equipment 
ts. These additional savings can be realized up front rather than through reduced operational 
hus, additional investigations into the areas discussed above, as well as the feasibility of DC 
g architectures for data centers will provide further insight and can help in increasing the 
efficiencies of future data centers. 
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